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Introduction. We consider the Cauchy problem in the category of
holomorphic functions. When the initial surface is non-characteristic, of
course we have the well-known theorem of Cauchy-Kowalewski. On the
other hand, when it is simply characteristic, Cat-chy problem with m initial
data is not soluble and that with m-1 initial data is not unique (m is the
order of the equation), see [4]. Our aim is to show, when the initial sur-
face is characteristic and the multiplicity varies, Cauchy problem with m-1
initial data can be uniquely soluble; we give sufficient conditions. The
Fuchs type operator with weight m--1 will be a particular case.

1. Problem. Let U be a neighborhood of the origin in Cn/,

( 1 ) P(t, x , )-- a_,(t, x)3y-3
s=O

a_.o(t, x) e _)(U),
where t e C, x=(x, ., x) e C, m e N, =(, .,) multi-index,
+... /a, 3=(3/5x).. .(/x)% =/3t, a(t, x) e _)(U) implies that a(t, x)
is defined and holomorphic in U and so is b(x)e ((Uo), U0-U f3 {t-0}. We

_...paqfldenote by P the principal part of P and P(,"))(t x; r, ) 3:33xP(t, x;"m(q,

D, e c, =(, ..., ,) e c.
Assumption A. The hyperplane t=0 is characteristic for the operator

P(t, x O, O) but not simply characteristic, i.e.
( 2 P(0, x v, 0)--0, P,>(0, 0 v, 0)=0 r all [{ 1.

Under the assumption A, we consider the Cauchy problem

(P(t, x , O)u= f(t, x) e _)(U)(P, m--l)"
(ul=o=g(x) e (3(Uo), k=0, 1, ..., m-2.

When there is a neighborhood of the origin V and a unique solution
u e ((V), we say simply that the Cauchy problem (P, m-l) is uniquely
soluble in (.

2. Characteristic coefficients. To state the results, we need to
introduce some quantities. First, let
( 3 ) 2o (3ta,o)(0, 0), Z= a_,,o(0, 0).
Next, we consider the matrix

(4) ((3a_ ,/3x)(O, 0); i" 1 $ n)
]" 1--+n/

where e is the n-dimensional i-th unit vector. Let 2, ..., 2, be the eigen-
values of this matrix. In this paper, we call {20, 2, "", 2,, Z} characteristic


